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Video Depositions 
 

 

   

 
 
 

OVERVIEW 
 
depose.me provides Video Deposition services that are fully compliant with Federal and State rules. 
 
Video Depositions capture the entire story, and take in red faces, shifty eyes, blushing, anger, fear, 
hand gestures, confidence in tone, assertiveness, swallowing, etc. The Video Deposition complete with 
audio IS the official record of the deposition and not subject to human error as in the case of 
stenographic deposition recording. 
 
Using the depose.me Video Deposition services will save you significant time and money as well as 
create more compelling trail presentations. 
 
 

SERVICES OFFERED 
 

 Video Depositions 

 Synchronized Transcripts 

 Real Time Deposition Tagger (RTDT)1 

 Exhibit Capture & Synchronization 

 Online Deposition Review & Annotation Tools 

 Online Trial/Mediation Preparation Tools 
 

                                                           
1 The Real Time Deposition Tagger (RTDT) is a depose.me proprietary wireless handheld push button device that 
allows deposition attendees (local and remote) to TAG key testimony.  These TAGs show up as bookmarks at the 
online user portal when reviewing and annotation deposition testimony. 
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THE PROCESS 

 
 

1. Schedule Deposition: Call us to schedule a deposition, giving us the time, location, and 
number of participants. 

 
2. Equipment Setup: The Notary-tech arrives 30 minute in advance to setup the equipment and 

hand out Real Time Testimony Taggers (RTTT) to those that wish to use them. 
 

3. Video/Audio Recording: The Notary-tech records the deposition using video/audio and 
receives exhibits which together create the official deposition record 

 

4. Record Loaded Online: At the conclusion of the Deposition the Notary-tech will load the 
audio/video and exhibits onto the depose.me online client portal. 

 

5. FREE Machine Transcript: The depose.me servers will generate a FREE synchronized fully 
indexed machine transcript and apply TAGs to the time line bar on each RTTT participant's 
private deposition review area. 

 

6. Human Transcription?: Participants may order human (very accurate) transcripts for an 
additional fee of the entire deposition proceeding, or of specific testimony (excerpts) which 
can be tagged using the online review tools provided by depose.me. 

 

7. Review/Annotate Testimony: Attorneys use the FREE client portal to annotate testimony 
passages and create clips to be used during trial/mediation which makes trial presentation 
preparation very simple. 

 

8. Additional Copies: The scheduling party is responsible for the base video deposition fees. 
Copy fees are rebated, not kept by depose.me to reduce the scheduling party's fees. 

 

 
Call depose.me at (702) 990-3353 today for more information or to schedule your Video Deposition. 
 


